Datasite

Make better buy-side decisions, faster

for Buy-Side M&A

Tired of messy, overly-manual sell-side reviews? Luckily, there’s a better way. Find out how top buyers are
creating centralized, repeatable processes from the comfort of their own data room.

10,000+

transactions annually

390,000+

buy-side reviewers

24/7/365
in-house support

GDPR/CCPA
compliant

One Place For:

 One-on-one acquisitions
 Auction processes
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 Take charge | Skip hours of checklist mapping by having

 Collaborate in the data room | Stop chasing your

 Lean on buy-side expertise | Buyers need support too.

 Assess progress instantly | Don’t ever be in the dark again.

 Embed your trackers | Simplify your life by consolidating

 Save time | Stop the hunting and clicking. Email documents

the seller upload documents directly in your own VDR index.
Or connect directly to the seller’s Datasite data room. New
feature permissions ensure sellers see only what you want
them to see.
Our specialist team assists you with everything from set-up,
to training, to help with day-to-day tasks. Rely on 24/7/365
service via online chat, email, or phone – with fluency
in 20 languages.
your checklists in the data room. Link directly to underlying
documents. Know where workstream progress stands
instantly. Control access down to the row-level.

workstreams around. Easily create due diligence findings and
comments off underlying documents with our integrated tools.
See new documents and @Mentions surface on the Dashboard.
Fill in knowledge transfer gaps and preserve one source of truth.

 Roll-ups
 Partnerships, collaborations, & joint ventures
 Strategic repository

Datasite Clients

Use our Dashboard to see where you stand with Findings and
Trackers in real-time by status and priority. Sharpen oversight
with analytics on review status. Customize reports and set on
automatic delivery to your inbox.
directly into your project room. Lean on AI-enabled autocategorization, document previews, and in-app document
translation to classify information quickly. Miss nothing with
OCR search down to the character level.
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